Kloten, Mai 2014
Crowning Glory:

Wetrok Discomatic Mambo: Winner of the ISSA Innovation Award
Wetrok has had a great success with the innovative Discomatic Mambo scrubber-drier. Not
only the market has reacted to this new development with enthusiasm. The jury of the ISSA
Innovation Award has also been convinced by the unique concept of the Discomatic
Mambo! The Discomatic Mambo wins the ISSA Innovation Award in the Machine Category.
The new Discomatic Mambo is the most compact scrubber-drier in its performance category. It is
robust and powerful, without making any compromises in terms of agility. With its 30-litre fresh
water tank and a long-lasting lithium ion battery, it is ideally suited for longer periods of cleaning
work without any interruptions. The proven disk brush system ensures excellent cleaning results
and supports the forward motion of the machine. The standard Discomatic Mambo comes
equipped with an integrated water pump, which can be optionally supplied with an automatic
dosage system for an optimal mix of fresh water and chemicals. It is very simple to operate and
can be moved almost effortlessly from one location to another thanks to the support wheel.
As a new feature, the Discomatic Mambo offers a practical water collector. If even the compact
Discomatic Mambo hits a tight corner, the water collector comes into play: Simply lower the
mopping lip at the flip of a switch, draw back the waste water and vacuum it up in forward gear.
Another innovative and convenient feature, devised with Wetrok customers in mind.
The Innovation Award of the biggest and most important European cleaning trade fair is the Oscar
of the international cleaning world. This year, this coveted trophy has been awarded in the
categories of “Machines”, “Consumables” and “Services” for the tenth time. Once again, an
independent jury of media representatives and cleaning experts has evaluated the inputs and
selected winners. Wetrok is proud to say that the Discomatic Mambo outperformed the competition
and won the Innovation Award!
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